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1. In some countries~ applicants for drivin~ licences are required to undergo a 

practical test of their driving ability before they are issued vlith a licence. 

The individual who is responsible for conducting this practical test, the driv:..nc; 

examiner, is therefore in a position to carry out a simple practical test of t ,1e 

applicant 1 s eyesight. :re is also able to observe whether th~ applicant 1 s limbs 

appear to function adequately for the control of the vehicle. 

2. The driving examiner, who is not medically qualified, is not able to carry 

out a medic?l examination or give a medical opinion on the applicant 1 s sui tab~Llity 

for driving. The licensing authority usually also requires· the applicant to 

complet~ certain r,ledical questions on the form of application for a driving 

licence. Such questions commonly ask whether the applicant is sufferine; from 

epilepsy, or sudden attacks of c,iddiness or fainting, or any other physical. or 

mental condition which might cauce danc;er in the driving of a motor vehicle. 

A question on eyesight is somet~nes also asked; in the United Kingdom,. f9r ~xample, 

there is the follawine; question on the licence application form (Form D.L.l). 

ucan you read at a distance of 25 yards in good daylight (w~th glasses if worn) a 

motor car number plate containing six letters and figures? 11 • If the answer to this 

or other questions is unsatisfactory the licence may be refused, or in doubtful 

cases the applicant should be medically examined and perhaps given a special 

driving test. In ce:;-tain cases of disablement, a vehicle with specially adapted 

controls may be used~ 
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3. Where large numbers of licences are issued annually or for other reasons, it 

may be impracticable for applicants to be medically or optically oxamined1 and 

certain simple tests may therefore be undertaken by driving examiners. Those 

will not be necessary in cases where the applicant has already been medically 

examined, for example, in connexion with his obtmning a licence to drive a public 

transport vehicle. The value of a full medical examination in such cases is 

undoubted, nnd it should not be doleg1:'. ted to the driving o:.cnminer. 

4. If the applicant does not appear to be in good health, or if the driving 

examiner notices any physical or optical disability, he should be empowered to 

report to tho licensinc cuthority, when tho applicant should be medically €Xnmined. 

Arrangements should be 1~:ade. by the licensing authority for medical E.xrunina tions to 

be undertaken in such cases. 

5. The driving examiner Hould observe o.ny obvious limp in 1valking and deformity 

of the hands or amputation of fingers, c.nd no.y notice apparent stiffness of ono or 

more joints during the course of a drivinc; test. Arry such defects should be 

recorded in the report which the driving examiner makes to the licensing authori41. 

It is not, however, suggested that any actual examination of the applicant should 

be undertaken by drivi~g examiners for the purpose of detecting physical 

deformities or defects. 

6. It is, however, possible for driving examiners to carry out a simple practical 

eyesight test, and it is advisable that such tests should be undertaken when 

applicants have not been medically or optically examined. The usual test of 

visual acuity consists of reading, in cood daylight and with glasses if necessary, 

a series of letters of decroasine size at a distance of about six metres {Snellen 

test). This test may be adaptod for practical purposes ns follows; 

Motor vehicles in all countries have n plate fixed to the front q.nd roar 

which contains the identificntion numbers and letters of the vehicle. Depcndinc 

on the size of these numbers and letters, the applicant for a drivine licence 

should be able to read them at n distance which is equivnlcnt to a visual acuity 

of 6/12 on the Snellen notation. Thus, in the United Kingdom, the standard motor 
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vehicle registration number plate should be read at a distance of 25 yards in order 

to provide this equivalent degree of visual acuity on the Snellen notation. 

Having determined the distance at which registration plates are to be read in order 

to provide an equivalent visual acuity of 6/12 on the Snellen notation, driving 

examiners should require all applicants for licences to read one or two such 

numbers at the correct distance. 

7. Applicants who are found to have vision in one e,ye only should be referred 

by the licensing authority for the opinion of a specialist ophthalmologist as to 

their ability to drive vehicles safe~. The driving examiner should be watchful 

for unusual abnormalities, and if the applicant appears to have aqy restriction 

of the lateral view (visual fields) or other eyesight defect, he should report 

his observations to the licensing authority, who would then require the opinion 

of an Qphthalmologist. 

It is not normally necessary to carry out a test for colour vision, but in 

special circumstances arrangements for colour vision tests m~ be required. 

8. Finally, it should again be stated that the practical tests which are carried 

out by driving examiners are not a substitute for medical examinations in cases 

where the latter are required, but where, for practical reasons, it is impossible 

to undertake medical examinations, an additional measure of safety ~ be 

provided by the practical tests carried out by driving examiners. 


